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Stabilizing atomically dispersed catalytic metal species at surfaces is a significant challenge for obtaining
high-performance single atom catalysts. This is because of the strong tendency for the dispersed metal atoms
to agglomerate. We propose that dislocations can provide a strong anchor for stabilizing single atoms. A
½[110]{100} edge dislocation in Cu doped ceria, Cu-CeO2, is investigated as a model system with density
functional theory. The defect formation energies are found to be lower at the dislocation core, with a large
segregation energy ranging within 0.8–2.5 eV depending on the site and species at the dislocation core. The
high segregation energy indicates that the edge dislocations can enrich Cu defects in an atomically sized area
and, thus, have a potential to strongly anchor single atom species at surfaces. Moreover, the edge dislocation
also stabilizes reduced cation species, Cu (1+) and Ce (3+). The more reduced dislocation core can offer high




Loading ceria with transition-metal and noble-metal
nanoparticles, such as Cu, Pt and Au, can greatly enhance
the catalytic performance of ceria for low-temperature water
gas shift reactions and reforming of hydrocarbons [1–9]. The
efficiency of ceria-based catalysts can be enhanced by precise
control of the morphology of the metal addition at the surface
of ceria. Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and coworkers have shown
that the catalytic activity of ceria-gold composite for low-
temperature water gas shift reactions is enhanced only with
atomically dispersed gold on ceria surfaces, not by gold par-
ticles that consist of more than one atom [2,10,11]. However,
most single atom catalysts lose their activity after operating
at elevated temperatures or in reducing environments [12,13]
since the single atom metal species agglomerate and form
larger nanoparticles.
Here, we propose to use the undercoordinated surface
terminations of dislocations for anchoring single atom cat-
alysts. It is known that undercoordinated surface sites such
as vacancies or step edges can anchor single atom metal
particles [14–16]. For example, Wan et al. showed that surface
vacancies on TiO2 can anchor single Au atoms and promote
CO oxidation [17]. Surface vacancies are mobile species at
high temperature, and can diffuse and assist the agglomeration
of single Au atoms [18,19]. Extended defects can be a better
anchor because they are much more stable than oxygen vacan-
cies. In fact, Jones et al. [16] have found that a high density of
surface steps on polyhedral-shaped nanoparticles can anchor
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a high concentration of atomically dispersed Pt and thus have
better catalytic activity. We believe this approach is still prone
to migration and agglomeration of single atoms along the step
edges. Alternatively, dislocations can have a strong anchoring
effect due to their undercoordinated surface terminations and
their immobile nature. Dislocations in Al2O3 and MgO have
been shown to localize dopant atoms at or near their core
[20,21]. In addition, their core size at surface terminations
is only of atomic dimensions, not allowing for agglomer-
ation at low concentrations of single atoms at the surface.
Furthermore, a high density of dislocations can be achieved
in nanoparticles of ceria by ball milling [22], ion radiation
[23,24], and controlling the growth conditions [25–28].
In this paper, we take Cu catalyst atoms in CeO2 as a
model system, and assess whether Cu prefers to segregate to
the dislocation, how strong the segregation can be, and the
potential changes in the oxidation state of the catalyst and the
host at the dislocation core. Cu-CeO2 is chosen as a model
system because the bulk defect chemistry of Cu-CeO2 without
dislocations is well studied in our previous work [29]. More
importantly, Cu-CeO2 is a promising catalyst; it is equivalent
to or even outperforms Au-CeO2 and Pt-CeO2 for water gas
shift reactions [1,30,31].
In order to theoretically quantify the anchoring effect, a ½
[110]{100} edge dislocation model is taken to compute the
defect formation energy in CeO2 using density functional the-
ory with Hubbard U corrections (DFT+U). The calculations
here are performed in a model of dislocation in the bulk of
ceria. We assume that the findings can be extrapolated to the
surface terminations of dislocations because the dislocation
has a similar core structure in the bulk and at the surface,
and similar extended strain-stress fields [32]. Therefore, the
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Cu defect segregation energy to dislocation in bulk ceria can
serve as an estimator for Cu segregation to the dislocation
termination at surfaces.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The simulation is performed with the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) [33–35], version 5.4.1. The gen-
eralized gradient approximation with the Perdew-Wang 91
exchange-correlation functional [36] is used. The cerium,
oxygen, and copper atoms are simulated with valence elec-
trons of 5s25p66s25d14 f 1, 2s22p6, and 3p63d104p1, respec-
tively. In each calculation, the ion positions are optimized by
a conjugate-gradient algorithm with only gamma point and
400-eV energy cutoff until the force on each atom is smaller
than 0.01 eV/Å. The final energy is then computed with a
1 × 4 × 1 k-point mesh and 450-eV energy cutoff. Hubbard
U corrections are applied to Ce f orbitals and Cu d orbitals
with UCe = 5 eV and UCu = 4 eV.
An ½[110]{100} edge dislocation is simulated in this pa-
per. The initial configuration of the dislocation is constructed
by Atomsk, a crystal structure toolkit [37]. The edge disloca-
tion is introduced by removing half of the {110} lattice plane
at the lower half of the supercell and displacing the remaining
atoms according to the elastic displacement field of an isolated
edge dislocation. The simulation cell is periodic along all
three directions and one O-Ce-O trilayer at the boundary of
the simulation cell is fixed during all calculations. A similar
setup has been used for SrTiO3 and MgSiO3 dislocations [38].
The pristine dislocation configuration contains 612 atoms,
with a cell size of 33 × 7.8 × 33 Å.
The defect formation energy is computed by subtracting
the energy of the perfect cell (EDFT+Uperfect ) from the defected cell
(EDFT+Udefect ) and adding chemical potential terms and correction
terms. For charged defects, Makov-Payne correction [39] was
applied. The resulting correction is on the order of 10−2 eV,
negligible compared to defect formation energies at the dis-
location core. Details of the point defect calculations can be
found in our previous work on bulk Cu-CeO2 defect chemistry
[29].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Atomic and electronic structure of the edge dislocation
The relaxed structure of the ½ [110]{100} edge dislocation
is shown in Fig. 1(a). This dislocation core is charge neutral,
with a pentagonal shape of core structure. The core region
includes five columns of Ce ions and 14 columns of O ions,
shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a). The local strain tensor of this
relaxed structure can be computed using the Ce-O bond dis-
tances and bond angles (for details see Supplemental Material
[40]). The xx element of the strain tensor, exx, and the shear
invariant, ηs, are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Away from
the dislocation, the strain field is consistent with the elastic
theory (shown in Fig. S1 of the Supplemental Material [40]),
with a uniaxial compressive strain, εxx = −3%, in planes
14–20 and uniaxial tensile strain, εxx = 3%, in planes 2–6.
At the dislocation core, this DFT predicted strain is different
from the elastic theory prediction due to the strong atomic
displacements. At the tensile side of the dislocation core,
an oxygen column [marked as 9D in the inset of Fig. 1(a)]
splits into two columns, each of them being half occupied.
At the glide plane, 10B and 10F columns also slightly split.
As a result of these displacements, the local bond distances
can be stretched or compressed by up to 10% [Fig. 1(b)].
This change in bond length is much higher than the strain
predicted by the elastic theory. Apart from the change in bond
distances, a strong distortion of bond angles is also observed
at the dislocation core. The DFT predicted shear invariant
[Fig. 1(c)], which reflects the lattice distortion, spreads along
the glide plane further than the elastic theory prediction (see
Fig. S1 of the Supplemental Material [40]).
The electronic structure at the dislocation core is also
different from bulk ceria. Figure 1(d) shows that compared
to dislocation-free ceria the valence-band maximum shifts up
by 0.2 eV while the conduction-band minimum shifts down
by 0.2 eV. These shifts eventually lead to a band gap of
Eg = 1.9 eV at the dislocation, that is 0.4 eV smaller than
band gap Eg,bulk = 2.3 eV in bulk ceria.
B. Defect enrichment region confined to atomic dimensions
at the dislocation core
The lattice distortions and atom displacements around the
edge dislocation, in particular at the core or in its vicinity, can
affect the local defect formation energy by facilitating bond
breaking and lattice relaxation. Here, we investigate several
dominant Cu defect species and intrinsic defects that are found
in bulk ceria. The defects include Cu substitutions with 1+
to 3+ oxidation states (in Kröger–Vink notation, Cu′Ce, Cu′′Ce,
and Cu′′′Ce), Cu 1+ and 2+ interstitials (Cu•i and Cu••i ), and
2+ oxygen vacancies (V••O ). In addition, two defect complexes
are also computed. One contains a substitution and a vacancy
(Cu′′Ce − V••O )× and the other one contains a polaron and an
interstitial (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )×. The segregation energy of these
defects can then be computed by
Eseg = −Edislf + Ebulkf , (1)
where Edislf is the defect formation energy at the dislocation
core and Ebulkf is that in the bulk as a reference.
First, the formation energies of V••O and (Cu′′Ce − V••O )× at
different sites adjacent to the dislocations are assessed and
plotted in Fig. 2. More than ten locations were assessed for
both defects, marked as the red and blue sites in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(c). For V••O , three low-energy sites are found at the
tensile side, marked as D7, D9, and C7 in Fig. 2(a). These
three sites have a low vacancy formation energy because of
the longer Ce-O bond distances (4% longer than the bulk
bonds) and significant lattice distortion (equivalent to 10%
shear strain). These three sites are immediately next to each
other, which means it is easy for a vacancy to hop among
these sites. However, these sites confine vacancies locally to
the dislocation core since the formation energies away from
the dislocation are higher. For example, it takes at least 0.9 eV
for a vacancy to hop from site D9 to the adjacent site A9.
Unlike V••O , the lowest defect formation energy for
(Cu′′Ce − V••O )× is found at the compressive side, C12. The
second lowest formation energy is found at the tensile side
D8, the formation energy of which is 0.2 eV higher than the
one at site C12. These two sites attract (Cu′′Ce − V••O )× due to
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FIG. 1. (a) The relaxed ½[110]{100} edge dislocation structure in bulk CeO2. The black spheres represent Ce ions while the white spheres
represent O ions. (b) The xx element of the strain tensor, exx. (c) The shear invariant of the local strain, ηs. (d) The partial density of states
(PDOS) for Ce ions (blue) and O ions (red) that are within 8.5 Å from the dislocation core, compared to bulk DOS. Inset: The −1- to 1-eV
range for the dislocation PDOS. The bulk DOS is also plotted for comparison.
the local lattice distortion. In bulk ceria, the Cu2+ substitution
and its neighbor oxygen sites are displaced to form a lower-
energy configuration with either square-planar coordination
or tetragonal coordination. At these two sites (C12 and D8)
around the dislocation, these coordination environments can
easily form without displacing the Cu or oxygen atoms. All
the remaining sites have formation energies 0.6–1.5 eV higher
than C12.
Both V••O and (Cu′′Ce − V••O )× have a formation energy
substantially lower than the bulk at the dislocation core,
indicating a strong enrichment effect. More importantly, these
preferential low-formation energy zones are limited at two to
three atom sites right next to the dislocation core.
Next, formation energies for the remaining Cu-related
defects at the dislocation core are computed. The relaxed
configurations and the spin state contours of these defects are
plotted in Fig. 3.
The segregation energies for oxygen vacancy and Cu re-
lated defects are all listed Table I. All segregation energies
are positive and on the order of 1–2 eV. Generally, the larger
the defect, the more sensitive it is to the difference between
the dislocation core and the bulk, and thus it has a larger seg-
regation energy. (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )× has the highest segregation
energy, followed by Cu•i and Cu••i , while Cu•••i has the lowest
segregation energy. This is because Cu•i has a larger Shannon
radius than that of Cu••i and Cu•••i ; a (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )× has an
even larger relaxation volume than other interstitial defects
since the defect complex has a Ce3+ (the Shannon radius of
which is larger than Ce4+) and a Cu•i .
C. Preferential segregation of defects with lower oxidation state
The large positive segregation energy indicates that all
defect species enrich at the dislocation, but some have higher
concentrations than others. In Fig. 4, the formation energies
of different defects are plotted as a function PO2 and elec-
tron chemical potential μe. Under oxygen rich conditions,
PO2 = 1 bar, the equilibrium bulk Fermi level is 0.54 eV. At
this Fermi level, bulk V••O has the lowest formation energy,
around 1.5 eV, close to Cu′Ce. Therefore, bulk ceria without
dislocations have Cu′Ce and V••O as dominant defects. In dislo-
cations, the dominant defects are Cu′′Ce and V••O with formation
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FIG. 2. (a) Map of sites, marked by red spheres, where the V••O formation energies were computed. (b) Relative defect formation energy of
a V••O defect complex as a function of its distance, R, to the dislocation core. (c) Map of sites, marked by blue spheres, where the (Cu′′Ce − V••O )×
formation energies were computed. (d) Relative defect formation energy of a (Cu′′Ce − V••O )× defect complex as a function of its distance, R, to
the dislocation core. The black and white spheres in panels (a) and (c) represent Ce and O ions, respectively.
energies close to zero. The Cu oxidation state is lower in the
dislocation core than in the bulk.
Under oxygen poor conditions, PO2 = 10−20 bar, the bulk
Fermi level is around 1.29 eV. At this Fermi level, both
dislocations and bulk have Cu•i and V••O as dominant defects.
These two positively charged species are charge compensated
by the negative defects with the lowest formation energy. In
bulk ceria, the charge compensating species is Ce′Ce. At the
dislocation core, (Ce′Ce − V••O − Ce′Ce)× and (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )×
have lower formation energies than those of all other Cu
substitutional defects [see Fig. 4(d)]. Therefore, the charge
compensating species at the dislocation core is also Ce′Ce.
Compared to bulk ceria, the dislocation stabilizes the lower
oxidation states of Cu, which can be demonstrated by the
formation energy difference between a Cu1+ defect and a
Cu2+ defect, for example, ECu••i − ECu•i and ECu′′Ce−V••O − ECu•i .
These energy differences are listed in Table II. For the energy
difference between Cu•i and Cu••i , ECu••i − ECu•i at all condi-
tions is larger than zero, which means the Cu•i is always easier
to form than Cu••i . In dislocation-free ceria, ECu••i − ECu•i is
only 0.08 eV when PO2 = 1 bar. This small difference means
that it is feasible to oxidize a Cu•i to Cu••i in oxygen rich
environments. However, at the dislocation core, this energy
difference is much higher. It takes 0.8 eV to convert a Cu•i to
Cu••i , meaning that it is hard to oxidize Cu•i at the dislocation
core. Similarly, the energy difference between (Cu′′Ce − V••O )×
(where Cu is 2+) and Cu•i (ECu′′Ce−V••O − ECu•i ) is higher at the
dislocation core, which indicates it is harder to convert Cu•i to
(Cu′′Ce − V••O )× at the dislocation core than in the bulk.
Dislocations stabilize not only the more reduced Cu ox-
idation state but also the reduced cerium cations Ce3+. The
formation energy difference between (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )× and Cu•i
is lower at the dislocation core than in bulk ceria. This result
indicates that it is easier to form a Ce3+ adjacent to a Cu•i at
dislocation cores.






Cu•i 2.0 V••O 1.3
Cu••i 1.4 (Ce′Ce − V••O − Ce′Ce)× 1.0
Cu•••i 0.8 (V••O − Cu′′Ce)× 1.2
Cu′Ce 1.2 (Ce′Ce − Cu•i )× 2.5
Cu′′Ce 1.9
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FIG. 3. Lowest-energy configurations (a)–(d) and their spin-density contours (e)–(h) for Cu defects at the ½[110]{100} edge dislocation
core in bulk CeO2. In panel (g), there is no spin density since Cu1+ is a closed-shell ion.
Given the large positive segregation energies, the core of
dislocations can enrich Cu defects by many orders of mag-
nitude. For example, the concentration of Cu•i at dislocation
cores can be at least e
1.3 eV
kBT = 4.8 × 109 times higher than the
bulk concentration at 400 °C. More importantly, the 109 times
higher defect concentration region is limited only to several
atomic sites at the dislocation core. Away from these several
sites, the segregation energies decay rapidly, and the defect
concentration is high away from the dislocation. This leads
to a very localized atomic scale enrichment of the Cu. The
contribution of these few enrichment sites to the overall bulk-
average defect concentration may be limited, but they greatly
impact the size of Cu cluster that can form at dislocation
terminations at the surface. At Cu areal concentrations lower
than the concentration of dislocation terminations, and in the
absence of any other trap sites, the only place that Cu atoms
can go to are the dislocations at the surface. And because the
energy difference to get out of those dislocation sites is very
high (at least 0.6 eV for the Cu to hop out of these trap sites),
this configuration should avoid Cu metal out-diffusion and
agglomeration to form larger clusters. This gives dislocations
a good potential to stabilize and anchor atomically dispersed
Cu metal species.
If the Cu concentration is higher than the dislocation
concentration, the dislocation core terminated at the surface
can collect more than one single Cu atom, and a lot more
can accumulate along the dislocations into the depths of ceria.
Therefore, the Cu areal concentration need not exceed the
dislocation density, which is about 0.06/nm2 (assuming the
interdislocation distance is 4 nm [27,32,41]).
The strong distortion and displacement of atoms at the
dislocation core change not only the defect concentration
but also their preferred oxidation states. For Cu interstitials
and substitutions, the dislocation offers more space to relax
the defect configurations. The larger the defect, the more it
benefits from the dislocation’s open space. For this reason, the
Cu1+ interstitials have a larger segregation energy than 2+ or
3+ interstitials. It is easier to have Cu1+ at the dislocation
core than the bulk without dislocations. Ce3+ is also found
to be more stable at the dislocation core for two reasons.
On one hand, dislocation cores offer open space to facili-
tate the formation of Ce3+. On the other hand, dislocations
TABLE II. The energy needed to convert Cu1+ to Cu2+ (the first two columns of energies), and to form a Ce3+ next to Cu1+ interstitials
(last column) at different PO2 conditions.
PO2 (bar) EF (eV) ECu••i − ECu•i (eV) ECu•i −Ce′Ce − ECu•i (eV) ECu′′Ce−V••O − ECu•i (eV)
Dislocation free
1 0.54 0.08 1.13 –0.90
10−20 1.29 0.83 0.39 0.53
Dislocation core
1 0.54 0.80 0.85 0.34
10−20 1.29 1.55 0.11 1.72
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FIG. 4. Defect formation energy as a function of electron chemical potential, EFermi, for ceria (a) without dislocations, PO2 = 1 bar;
(b) without dislocations, PO2 = 10−20 bar; (c) with dislocations, PO2 = 1 bar; and (d) with dislocations, PO2 = 10−20 bar. The effective charge
state of each defect is labeled on the plot.
enrich Cui and V••O at oxygen poor conditions, which can
raise Ce3+ concentration to charge compensate these positive
defects.
The enrichment of Cu1+ interstitials and Ce3+ at the
dislocation core is beneficial for the surface reactivity [42]
since they introduce in-gap electronic states higher than the
bulk valence-band maximum [43]. These in-gap states are
essentially excess charge localized on the cation, which can
enhance local catalytic activity. For example, the excess
charge at the surface of anatase is known to improve O2
adsorption [44] and water dissociation [45]. The reduced Cu
interstitials and reduced host cations at the dislocation core
are accompanied by a high concentration of oxygen vacancies
as well. The oxygen vacancy has a large segregation energy
since the tensile strain around the dislocation eases the bond
breaking for vacancy formation. These oxygen vacancies can
reduce the reaction barrier of water dissociation and hence
improve surface activity [46–48].
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the ½ [110]{100} edge dislocation introduces
significant distortion and displacement of atomic positions at
and near the dislocation core. The core structure alters the
local electronic structure as well as defect formation energy.
Several atomic sites at the dislocation core are found to have
the lowest V••O and (Cu′′Ce − V••O )× formation energy. This
means that dislocation cores can trap point defect or Cu
species at —two to three atom sites, indicating a good anchor-
ing effect for single atom catalysts at the surface termination
of the dislocation. The segregation energy of Cui, CuCe, and
V••O ranges within 0.8–2.5 eV. The Cu1+ and Ce3+ ions are
more stable at the dislocation core in contrast to those in the
bulk without dislocations. The more reduced dislocation core
can offer high concentration of oxygen vacancies as well as
in-gap states, which enable a more highly reactive surface for
water gas shift reactions.
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